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Inevitable End? Al-Amīn’s Death Narrated by al-Ṭabarī
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Abstract

The violent end of a human life, especially when it is an end brought about 
by other human beings, can have an enormous effect on the remembering of 
events leading up to it as well as on the perception of the aftermath. The so-
called War between Brothers is a well-known passage in al-Ṭabarī’s (d. 310/923) 
Annales that relates the conflict between the half-brothers al-Amīn (d. 198/813) 
and al-Ma ʾmūn (d. 218/833) over who would succeed their father, the caliph 
Hārūn al-Rashīd (d. 193/809), resulting in the assassination of then-caliph 
al-Amīn in Baghdad in the year 198/813 by al-Ma ʾmūn’s troops. While the 
reader of this account already knows the outcome, it will be of interest to look 
closely at the various narrative elements, strategies, and dynamics employed to 
describe and analyze the last moments of al-Amīn’s life. The focus of this paper 
is to show how the unfolding of decision-making shapes the composition 
of this passage and how the end of the story, as well as of al-Amīn’s life, is 
presented as the result of earlier decisions.

Keywords

War between brothers – finality – end – decisions – decision-making – 
emotions – al-Amīn
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هل الخاتمة محتومة؟ مصرع ال�أمين في رواية الطبريّ

لاله بهزادي
اأستاذة الدراسات العربيةّ في جامعة بامبرغ، بامبرغ، األمانيا

lale.behzadi@uni-bamberg.de

المستخلص

ا على القدرة في تذكّر الاأحداث التي يُفترضَ اأنهّا  قد تؤثرّ النهاية العنيفة لحياة اإنسان تاأثيرًا جمًّ
الطبريّ  اآخر. يسرد  اإنسان  يد  نهايته على  اإن كانت  لا سيّما  اإليها وعلى تصورّ عواقبها،  اأدّت 
)ت. 813/198(  الاأمين  بين  وقع  الذي  للخلاف  المشهورة  القصّة  تاريخه  في  )ت. 923/310( 
والماأمون )ت. 833/218(، وهو نزاع نشب بين الاأخوين غير الشقيقين على خلافة اأبيهما هارون 
بغداد  في  اآنذاك،  الخليفة  الاأمينَ،  الماأمون  قوّاد  اغتيال  عن  واأسفر  )ت. 809/193(،  الرشيد 
عام 813/198. وعلى الرغم من علم القارئ النهاية، راأينا اأنّ البحث عن كثب في عناصر السرد 
بالاهتمام.  جدير  وتحليلها  الاأمين  حياة  في  الاأخيرة  اللحظات  لوصف  ودينامياّته  واستراتيجياّته 
يركّز هذا البحث على تبيان الاأثر الذي يُحدثه في تركيبة القصّة الكشفُ عن اتخّاذ القرار؛ كما 
يبينّ كيف اأن طريقة عرضها توحي باأنّ نهايتها، فضلًا من حياة الاأمين نفسه، هي نتيجة قرارات 

اتُّخذت من قبل.

الكلمات المفتاحيّة

الخلاف بين الاأمين والماأمون – النهاية – الخاتمة – القرارات – اتخّاذ القرارات – المشاعر – الاأمين
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 Introduction

In an earlier attempt to address endings and finality, I have looked at textual 
endings, compositions of closure, and authorial guidance.1 What interests 
me now is the end as a subject of narration.2 The death of a human being is 
definitely an end or, as Deborah H. Roberts had put it: “the only real ending is 
death.”3 Or is it? While we can quibble over textual endings and the arrangement 
of literary texts, the end of a human life seems definite, irreversible, and 
unquestionable. Looking at narratives of an unnatural death in historical 
writing, however, many questions arise, for example about the reason why the 
person had to die, why their life had to end this way, and how this abrupt end 
shapes our perception of history. The historiographic narrative presents certain 
perspectives as to how the events around this end of life had been perceived, 
classified, and evaluated; it works along dynamics and mechanisms similar to 
literary narrative genres. The account, or reappraisal, of this kind of historical 
event, too, needs beginnings, ends, and sections, and provides “a reduction of 
the world”4 as a means of processing drastic experiences.

With regard to the representation of ends, endings, and finality in historical 
texts, a salient example is the so-called war between brothers: it was triggered 
by a death, claimed many lives, and ended with another death. The end of the 
life of the sixth Abbasid caliph, Muḥammad al-Amīn, son of Hārūn al-Rashīd, 
became a famous tragedy in the history of the Abbasid caliphate. The focus of 
this paper is the murder of al-Amīn in Baghdad in September 198/813 by the 
troops of his half-brother, ʿAbdallāh al-Maʾmūn, as narrated by the historian 
al-Ṭabarī in his Annales (Kitāb al-Rusul wa-l-mulūk). The story is overshadowed 
by an ending that, at a first glance, seems less the result of individual actors 
themselves than of the forces that compel them to act. As such, the text deals 
with the social conditions that have a great impact on an individual human life, 
but at the same time indicate something beyond individual fate and a personal 
confrontation. However, the reader witnesses a succession of decisions that 
lead to the known outcome. My research interest here is not to reconstruct 

1 Behzadi, “Authorial Guidance.”
2 I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Ca’ Foscari University of Venice and to my host 

and dear colleague, Prof. Antonella Ghersetti, who granted me two fellowships in 2019 and 
2021 to work on this subject.

3 Roberts, “Afterword,” 255.
4 Frank Kermode ponders about the end of the novel, stating that ‘truth’ can only be found in 

a silent poem or novel, a notion that to a certain extent also applies to historiography: “As 
soon as it speaks, begins to be a novel, it imposes causality and concordance, development, 
character, a past which matters and a future with certain broad limits determined by the 
project of the author rather than that of the characters. They have their choices, but the novel 
has its end.” Kermode, The Sense of an Ending, 140.
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the historical situation, as this has been done elsewhere, but to look at how 
the dynamics of finality and decision-making play out. More specifically, I 
will look at the last days and moments in al-Amīn’s life and how the narrative 
relates his death to the decisions he made earlier. The joint examination of 
representations of decision-making as well as the narrative strategies leading 
to the well-known end is intended to shed light on the ways in which notions 
of finality and decision-making are interconnected.

As a brief overview of the events, I quote Michael Fishbein’s summary as 
follows: “Before his death, al-Rashīd had arranged for the succession in a series 
of documents signed at Mecca and deposited for safekeeping in the Kaʿbah. 
Al-Amīn was to become caliph; al-Maʾmūn was to govern Khurāsān with 
virtual autonomy from Baghdad. Al-Amīn could neither remove his brother 
from office nor interfere with his revenues or military support. Furthermore, 
al-Maʾmūn was named as al-Amīn’s successor, and al-Amīn was forbidden 
to alter the succession. If either brother violated these conditions, he was to 
forfeit his rights. It soon became apparent that the good will to carry out these 
arrangements did not exist. Disagreement broke out when al-Amīn insisted 
that many of the forces that had accompanied al-Rashīd and al-Maʾmūn to 
Khorasan return to Baghdad. When the majority of the army commanders 
obeyed the new caliph’s orders, al-Maʾmūn was enraged and countered with 
measures to secure his position. Angry letters were exchanged, with al-Amīn 
pressing his brother to make concessions that al-Maʾmūn regarded as contrary 
to the succession agreement. By March 811, military conflict was imminent. 
Al-Amīn demanded that certain border districts be returned to the control of 
Baghdad. When al-Maʾmūn refused, al-Amīn dispatched an expedition to seize 
the districts. Al-Amīn’s resort to force ended in disaster. Al-Maʾmūn’s forces, led 
by Ṭāhir b. al-Ḥusayn and Harthama b. Aʿyan, quickly closed in on Baghdad. In 
a siege lasting over a year, Baghdad suffered extensive damage from the fighting 
and from bombardment by siege engines. Gangs of vagrants and paupers, 
organized by al-Amīn into irregular units, fought a kind of urban guerilla war. 
But, with Ṭāhir and Harthama enforcing the siege and with most of al-Amīn’s 
associates having switched their loyalties to the winning side, the caliph was 
forced to sue for terms. These were worked out among representatives of 
al-Amīn, Ṭāhir, and Harthama. However, when the caliph boarded the boat 
that was to take him into Harthama’s custody, troops loyal to Ṭāhir assaulted 
and capsized the boat. Al-Amīn fell into the Tigris, was apprehended, and was 
executed that night on orders from Ṭāhir. Thus ended this phase of the civil 
war. Al-Maʾmūn was now caliph.”5

Unlike an unsolved criminal case or a literary text, the outcome of the 

5 Fishbein, The War between Brothers, back cover, blurb.
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story is fixed from the outset. Outside the textual realm, the author and the 
reader in this case already know what has happened: two sons of the caliph 
Hārūn al-Rashīd, Muḥammad in Baghdad and ʿAbdallāh in Khorasan, fought 
against each other for the succession of the caliphate after the death of their 
father—or their respective armies have fought—until the troops of ʿAbdallāh 
defeated the troops of Muḥammad, then besieged Muḥammad in his palace in 
Baghdad and finally killed him. The result of this struggle and fratricide was the 
accession of ʿAbdallāh to the caliphate as al-Maʾmūn from September 198/813. 
Interestingly, a death had triggered the story of the war between brothers: that 
of their father. Hārūn al-Rashīd had anticipated what forces his death would 
unleash and tried to tame them beforehand through an elaborate system of 
succession that divided power between three of his sons.6 Unsurprisingly, 
this arrangement was called into question not long after Hārūn’s death by 
Muḥammad, or by his counselors.

These events have left their mark on contemporaries as well as on 
researchers. To quote Hugh Kennedy: “The account of what happened on the 
night of 25 September 813, when he [al-Amīn] made his decision, is one of the 
most dramatic and moving narratives in the whole of early Arabic historical 
writing.”7 The dominant variation of the story gives the impression that with 
al-Maʾmūn the worthier of the two has climbed the throne, and that al-Amīn 
from the start had been a bad choice. It sometimes even reads as if al-Amīn had 
brought this upon himself through his behavior. Several research approaches 
have asked to what extent this reading was led by pro-Ma’munid propaganda—
history written by the winner, so to speak. Tayeb El-Hibri has analyzed in detail 
the different historical accounts on the “regicide” of al-Amīn (for example by 
al-Ṭabarī, al-Masʿūdī, and al-Dīnawarī), pointing to the fact that the planned 
murder of a sitting caliph had been an outrageous and unheard-of incident 
and “a moral challenge” that needed explanation and justification.8 He also 
offers a reading of al-Ṭabarī’s “symmetry” as a way to divert from the more 
official, negative portrayal of the fallen caliph and engage the reader in a critical 
reception of historical writing. The narrative structure, El-Hibri suggests, 
should enhance anxiety in the reader by also providing counter narratives to 
the dominant version and thus acknowledging that the brothers were “pushed 
down the path of tragedy by ambitious politicians on both sides.”9 Shoshan, 
starting from El-Hibri’s reading, interprets the arrangement of the material 
slightly differently. For him, emphatic narrative (al-Madāʾinī’s account) 

6 See in detail El-Hibri, “Harun al-Rashid and the Mecca Protocol of 802: A Plan for Division or 
Succession?” 461–80.

7 Kennedy, The Caliphate, 112.
8 El-Hibri, “Regicide,” 335. 
9 El-Hibri, Reinterpreting, 152.
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and religious rhetoric (Ṭāhir’s letter), put side by side, have the effect of an 
open-ended outcome, i.e. that it is not quite clear which side the text takes.10 
Thompson, in his dissertation on the narrative factor in al-Ṭabarī’s writing, has 
collected and analyzed readings of al-Ṭabarī by Shoshan, Hodgson, Hinds, and 
El-Hibri, especially with regard to the question of whether the organization 
of information al-Ṭabarī takes from other historians and sources displays 
his intent or not.11 All in all, the account shows an overwhelming need for 
explanation of this incident, probably the main reason why the last moments 
in al-Amīn’s life are narrated in “vivid tragic detail.”12 The fact that the narrative 
focuses on the various decision-making situations raises the possibility that 
things could have turned out differently. Since the purpose of this essay is to 
shed more light on how endings and preceding decisions are related, some 
remarks on research on decision-making may be useful.

 Decision-Making

Research on the history of decision-making was initially based primarily on 
economic, neuroscientific and psychological issues.13 In a further step, aspects 
of cultural studies were added to shed light on the historical, cultural and 
linguistic factors of individual and collective decision-making processes.14 
Questions about the way people make decisions always touch on values and 
norms as well as political, economic, and social hierarchies. Like emotions, 
decisions can be analyzed on an individual level as well as referring to certain 
social constellations and expectations. Also comparable to emotion research, 
in decision research we encounter the deconstruction of an assumed duality of 
an inner and an outer sphere, of rationality and emotionality, and of cognition 
and emotion respectively. For a long time, the idea prevailed that correct 
decisions were made exclusively on a rational level. Emotions in the decision-
making process were treated as “disturbing factors” that had to be eliminated 
or at least contained because they could have an unfavorable influence on a 
decision. More recent research approaches emphasize the interconnectedness 
of cognition and emotion in decision-making processes: “The picture of the 
isolated rational decision maker is being replaced by viewing decision makers 

10  Shoshan, Poetics of Islamic Historiography, 136.
11  Thompson, Re-Reading al-Ṭabarī, 80 et passim.
12  El-Hibri, “Regicide,” 350. 
13  For an overview, see Keren and Wu, The Wiley Blackwell Handbook of Judgement and 

Decision Making.
14  For example, in 2017 the University of Erlangen-Nürnberg established a Master’s program 

“Standards of Decision-Making Across Cultures.”
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as social beings who communicate with others and experience a wealth of 
diverse emotions when planning and coordinating their actions.”15 Instead 
of viewing a decision as the result of cool deliberation that could possibly 
be influenced “from the outside,” the decision-making process is seen as a 
phenomenon in which many aspects of human thinking, feeling and acting 
are intertwined and interdependent. Oum and Lieberman view emotions 
not as a separate domain from cognition, “but rather as a subset of cognitive 
processes […].”16 Accordingly, emotions are not only involved in decision-
making but “evolved to direct decision making.”17 The neuroscientist Edward 
T. Roll in his study, for example, considers the brain mechanisms of emotion 
and motivation together with decision-making because “for both emotion and 
motivation, rewards and punishers are assessed in order to provide the goals 
for behaviour.”18 While the notion of “emotion-mediated decision-making” 
seems to be generally accepted, Christopher J. Anderson goes a step further 
and suggests “a more encompassing view of the role of emotions in decisions” 
which he calls “emotion-constructed decision-making.”19

What is of interest here is the question of how the reader is guided through 
the decision-making process. On what basis are the decisions made? Who 
exerts influence? Do we detect a duality between reason and emotion and 
if so, what is the relationship between arguments and feelings? Are doubts 
expressed or decisions withdrawn? How is the end of this chain of events 
already integrated into the narrative process? All these questions arise when 
we look back at the story from the end, as the narrator, al-Ṭabarī, did. The story 
can unfold yet again when we consider ideas about ends, endings, closure, and 
the motive for coming to terms with the regicide. The end of al-Amīn shall 
be our starting point to re-read the narrative while looking at what decisions 
supposedly led to his death. I have chosen three scenes in which al-Amīn makes 
important decisions, according to al-Ṭabarī. Each seems to be a fork in the road 
that leads to his death in the end. However, my choice of scenes could have 
been different.20 We could look at al-Amīn’s demise and the decisions leading 
up to it from the starting point of his father’s decision about the succession. 
This paper follows al-Ṭabarī, who mentions the murder at the beginning of 

15  Böhm and Brun, “Intuition and affect,” 4.
16  Oum and Lieberman, “Emotion is cognition,” 133. 
17  Ibid., 148.
18  Rolls, Emotion and Decision-making Explained, 13.
19  Anderson, “The Functions of Emotion in Decision Making,” 184.
20  It is a topic for itself to decide where to assume a final passage of a text begins, or to quote 

Don Fowler: “[…] it is frequently easier to say where the beginnings end than where the 
end begins.” Fowler, “Second Thoughts,” 21. See also Behzadi, “Authorial Guidance,” 215 
and 220.
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the respective sub-division (dhikr al-khabar fī maqtalihi).21 I will introduce 
the respective scene and then discuss the text with a view to the process of 
decision-making.

 Decision 1: advisors and external influences
The relevant passage in al-Ṭabarī starts with al-Amīn deciding which escape 
plan to follow to save his life.22 Two options lie before him. His commanders 
come to him and say: “We have formed a plan, which we submit to you. 
Consider it, and make up your mind to do it; for we hope that it will be right.” 
(wa-qad raʾaynā raʾyan naʿriḍuhu ʿalayka fa-nẓur fīhi wa-ʿtazim ʿalayhi fa-innā 
narjū an yakūna ṣawāban)23 They suggest fleeing the city with seven hundred 
men, giving the reason as: “Your enemies have surrounded you from every 
side” (aḥāṭa bika ʿaduwwuka min kulli jānibin).24 They fear (khāfū)25 that they 
will be defeated. So how does al-Amīn decide? He decides to go with the plan 
to leave the city: “How excellent your plan is,” he says (niʿma mā raʿaytum).26 
Another group of men warns al-Amīn that the plan of the commanders is a 
trick and that they will betray him and trade him for their own safety. A further 
argument is that al-Maʾmūn will do him no harm and let him go. Why does this 
other group make this argument? We are told that Ṭāhir had learned about the 
commanders’ plan and threatened the men in the second group, telling them 
to ensure that al-Amīn stayed in town. It is very likely that they were afraid to 
oppose Ṭāhir. After listening to these other men, al-Amīn changes his mind. He 
overturns his first decision (aḍraba ʿammā kāna ʿazama ʿalayhi)27 and decides 
not to leave the city on his own but to surrender and to go out to Harthama, 
clearing the way for al-Maʾmūn. The reason for this is that the words and 
arguments of the second group had touched his heart and made an impression 
on his soul (nakata dhālika fī qalbi Muḥammad wa-waqaʿa fī nafsihi).28

As we have seen, the first request to make a decision is brought to al-Amīn 
by his counselors and companions, who inform him that he is surrounded 
on all sides by attackers. This spatial notion of a circle leaves virtually no 
way out. Nevertheless, they present a plan to leave the city accompanied by 

21  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 911.
22  The passage relevant to this article runs from al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 911–33; Fishbein, The War 

between Brothers, 182–206. For Arabic quotes, page number and line number will be given.
23  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 911:14–15; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 182.
24  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 911:16–17; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 182.
25  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 911:12; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 182.
26  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 912:4; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 182.
27  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 913:1; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 183.
28  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 912:20–913:1; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 183.
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soldiers, fearing to be overpowered by Ṭāhir’s troops. The fear in this case is 
not unfounded, but the result of weighing the consequences of one course 
of action, namely staying in the palace in the face of overwhelming military 
superiority. Not acting would mean certain death, so they advise flight. The 
other group of advisers present an alternative plan: al-Amīn should surrender. 
This, we can assume, is not the result of an analysis of being surrounded by 
the enemy’s forces, but is rooted in the fear this triggers. Al-Amīn now has two 
options, even though he is besieged in his palace. The hopelessness seems to be 
postponed for the time being; al-Amīn is pleased that his advisors present him 
with plans that open up possibilities for action. Even if fear plays a major role 
in the thinking of both advisory groups, the two options appear to be justified 
responses based on rational consideration. Al-Amīn’s decision to go with the 
second group’s plan, on the other hand, is based on the fact that it “had touched 
his heart and made an impression on his soul.” He also seems struck by the 
fact that some counselors were accusing others of bad intentions. Accordingly, 
the most important tool for decision-making was to leave the greatest possible 
impression on the heart (qalb) and soul (nafs) of the decision-maker: al-Amīn. 

 Decision 2: Competing anxieties
Now that the decision has been made to stay in the palace, some of al-Amīn’s 
associates who had been in favor of option no. 1 turn to al-Amīn. The next 
decision is already in process. First, they tell him that their plan to leave the 
town was the right thing to do (ṣawāb).29 In a way, they are criticizing al-Amīn, 
telling him that he made the wrong decision listening to those who flattered 
him (mudāhinūn),30 and now proposing another plan against their better 
judgment. Then they try to persuade him to surrender to Ṭāhir instead of 
Harthama, saying it would be better for him. We learn that their true reason 
is that they had been Harthama’s companions and no longer trust him. They 
fear he would treat them roughly (khāfū an yajfuwahum).31 Al-Amīn refuses. 
He cannot stand Ṭāhir (akrahu Ṭāhiran).32 He also recalls a dream in which 
Ṭāhir killed him. He therefore has an ominous feeling about him and feels 
uneasy (anā ataṭayyaru min Ṭāhir wa-astawḥishu minhu wa-akrahu l-khurūj 
ilayhi li-dhālika).33 Al-Amīn himself comes forward with arguments in favor 
of Harthama. He considers him his mawlā and like a father. He is more 
comfortable around him and trusts him more (wa-anā bihi ashaddu unsan 

29  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 913:10; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 183.
30  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 913:11; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 183.
31  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 913:8–9; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 183.
32  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 913:12; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 184. 
33  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 913:17–18; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 184.
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wa-ashaddu thiqatan).34 According to another source, this second decision 
comes up after most of those who had persuaded al-Amīn to stay in the city 
have already left the palace to negotiate with Ṭāhir. Al-Amīn discusses with his 
remaining associates (nāẓara Muḥammad aṣḥābahu) whether to ask for safe 
conduct (amān).35 Then he asks them what to do to escape Ṭāhir (al-najāt min 
Ṭāhir).36 Again, the two options are put on the table. Some of those present 
advise surrendering to Harthama, to prevent them falling into the hands of 
al-Maʾmūn; others advise going to Ṭāhir and saying: “If you swore him oaths 
by which he became certain that you were committing your kingdom to 
him, perhaps he would trust you.” (law ḥalafta lahu bi-mā yatawaththaqu bihi 
minka innaka mufawwiḍun ilayhi mulkaka fa-laʿallahu kāna sayarkunu ilayka)37 
Al-Amīn dismisses this option. He has thought more about Ṭāhir and found 
him too strong and too much committed to his, al-Amīn’s, brother. Therefore, 
he considers him to pose a greater threat. As a result, al-Amīn decides to go 
out to Harthama, who has allegedly given a guarantee that he will save his life 
and help him escape; in exchange, al-Amīn would have to send the caliphal 
insignia to Ṭāhir.

This second scenario presents a variety of anxieties and fears. After 
deciding to stay, al-Amīn has to make up his mind whether to surrender to 
Ṭāhir or to Harthama. Again, he receives conflicting advice, and has doubts 
regarding both options. While his companions express their fear of Harthama 
because they believe that he would not treat them well, al-Amīn’s main 
reason for deciding to go out to Harthama is his uneasiness about Ṭāhir—an 
ominous feeling, stemming from a bad dream. However, in addition to his 
strong general dislike of Ṭāhir, we also get to hear the arguments underlying 
his fear. This is the only time that we hear al-Amīn commenting on his own 
decision-making. He tells those who recommend Ṭāhir: “You are wrong, it has 
been a mistake to even consider your suggestion.” (akhṭaʾtum wajha l-raʾy wa-
akhṭaʾtu fī mushāwaratikum)38 However, al-Amīn, according to this version, 
is far from being sure about Harthama: “How by Harthama, when death has 
surrounded me on every side?” (Kayfa bi-Harthama wa-aḥāṭa l-mawtu bī min 
kulli jānibin?)39 The end here, again, is not a final point on a line but a tight 
circle, which equals hopelessness. Death could perhaps have been averted at 
an earlier stage; a way out is no longer in sight. Nevertheless, Harthama seems  

34  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 913:19; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 184.
35  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 914:19; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 185. 
36  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 914:20; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 185.
37  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 915:3–5; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 185.
38  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 915:5; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 185.
39  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 915:2–3; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 185.
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to be considered the lesser of two evils. The fact that al-Amīn makes a decision 
about whom to surrender to delays the end once again.

 Decision 3: For self-determination, and against standstill
According to another source, there is yet another decision to be made by 
al-Amīn. A servant, the eunuch Kutla, delivers a message from Harthama to 
al-Amīn, who is about to leave the palace. He suggests that al-Amīn waits until 
the next day before leaving the palace. The reason he gives is that apparently 
they have seen something suspicious at the riverbank (raʾaytu fī Dijlati ʿalā 
l-shaṭṭi amran qad rābanī).40 The messenger fears that he cannot guarantee 
safe passage and that al-Amīn could be taken from his hands and possibly 
loose his life. Al-Amīn is worried and apprehensive (qaliqa),41 because all his 
guards have scattered; he is afraid that if this news reached Ṭāhir, he would 
then come and overpower him. Al-Amīn decides to go anyway and not to wait 
another night: “I am not staying until tomorrow.” (lastu uqīmu ilā ghad)42

In this last example, al-Amīn is faced with the decision of either waiting 
longer or leaving the palace at a time of his own choosing. He goes with 
the latter option, at the risk of being attacked before he finds shelter with 
Harthama. What follows is the familiar farewell scene with his sons: “Then he 
called for his two sons. He embraced them, smelled them, and kissed them. He 
said, ‘I commend you to God.’ His eyes filled with tears, and he began to wipe 
them with his sleeve. Then he stood up and jumped onto his horse.” (thumma 
daʿā bi-ibnayhi fa-ḍammahumā ilayhi wa-shammahumā wa-qabbalahumā wa-
qāla astawdiʿukumā llāha wa-damaʿat ʿaynāhu wa-jaʿala yamsaḥu dumūʿahu 
bi-kummihi thumma qāma fa-wathaba ʿalā l-farasi)43 In this interaction, the 
impression is given that al-Amīn does not think he will see his sons again. 
Nevertheless, there seems to have been one last glimmer of hope that if he 
cannot escape, he can at least save his own life. He is filled with grief and 
weeps. To get back into action mode, he puts an end to the emotional outburst 
by wiping away his tears and mounting his horse.

40  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 918:11; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 188. 
41  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 918:15; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 189.
42  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 918:19–919:2; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 189.
43  al-Ṭabarī, Annales, 918:19–919:2; Fishbein, The War between Brothers, 189.
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 Conclusion

Going back to the initial questions, we see that the reader is brought very close 
to the decision-making process. Through supposed eyewitness accounts, we are 
in the room when al-Amīn is presented with various proposals and plans. We 
not only learn about the motives of the advisors, but can also follow al-Amīn’s 
struggle to make the right decision from his point of view. The doubts and 
hesitations are told in a quasi-internal focalization, creating a great closeness, 
almost an identification, with al-Amīn.

Was al-Amīn’s end, then, inevitable? The narratives give quite a few hints that 
this murder need not have happened and that there could have been a number 
of ways to avoid it. The reader is being invited to ponder some alternative 
scenarios. On the other hand, we get the impression that there was little room 
for other paths. Each decision concludes a narrative section, closes a scene, and 
opens up to the next, thus delaying the very end. Don Fowler pointed to these 
temporary ends, or “units of thought,” as “cultural poetics of segmentation.”44 
We can even detect the dynamics of a framing narrative, where the closure of 
each section cannot be complete or constitute the end because the framing 
narrative has to continue, in our case until al-Amīn is dead. The linearity of the 
historical text is juxtaposed with the image of circular enclosure.

Al-Amīn’s decisions are based on evaluation, on weighing arguments, on 
emotions, on dreams and bad omens. The situation of the protagonist seems 
utterly hopeless; time and space are diminished to one day and to one place. 
One can literally feel the air getting tight. Everything seems to stand still. At the 
same time, however, a lot is going on. Thinking, evaluating, debating, choosing 
one option, ruling out another one, accepting a piece of advice, rejecting 
another. The reader, in addition to this reasoning, witnesses emotions, too—
mostly fear and concern, but also dislike, hatred and uneasiness. Decisions 
seem to be made in some inner sphere, the soul or the heart. Nevertheless, the 
fear appears to be mostly well-founded; al-Amīn does not act mindlessly. Both 
he and his advisors are concerned and distressed as a result of experiences 
and by assessing the situation. The fear of death and imprisonment is the 
motor of rationally deliberative behavior and can hardly be separated from 
it.45 Al-Amīn keeps moving, even if only mentally, and finally moves on to 
action. Instead of waiting for the enemy to catch him, al-Amīn has a plan; he 
decides to leave the palace, mounts his horse, and then boards the waiting 

44  Fowler, “First Thoughts,” 88, and “Second Thoughts,” 14–15.
45  This observation is in line with Anderson’s conclusion that “without emotions at some 

point in the chain, there would be no decision of which to speak.” Anderson, “The 
Functions of Emotion in Decision Making,” 198. 
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boat. The decision to surrender means the end of his caliphate; however, these 
various stages of decision-making are about al-Amīn maintaining control and 
self-determination. Engaging in decision-making means doing something; and 
although a decision is somehow a kind of end, doing something means it is not 
over yet. Gradually, one door after another closes, or, to use another metaphor, 
there are no more windows of opportunity to save himself. The end here is 
depicted as a state when you run out of options; you are encircled and deprived 
of action. The end, then, seems to be the time and the place when you can 
do nothing more than wait. Of course, the story does not end with al-Amīn’s 
death. After the account of the caliph’s murder, many pages of the Annales are 
devoted to the aftermath. Attempts at explanation and justification, retrospect 
assessments of the caliph, and numerous mourning verses illustrate the need 
for contemporaries and those born later to come to terms with this cruel end. 
But that is another story.
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